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Efficient and Object-Oriented Embed in
C# Dictionaries I have a data structure

that I'm storing in a dictionary and
based on the function of the object

that I'm retrieving, I can do different
things with it. As a simple example I
might have a class called Worker. I

would like to abstractly put a Worker
into a dictionary where each worker

has some sort of class related to it, like
WorkerClass. Then I could write a

function that could tell if a Worker is of
WorkerClass X. I would like the Worker
to be able to respond to this function
when it's done executing, so I need to

be able to return the value that is
stored in WorkerClass. Is this the best
approach? Any optimization tips? And

the dictionary could be using a
dictionary of dictionaries, or a struct
dictionary. For example: public class
Worker { public string Name; public
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WorkerClass WorkClass; } public class
WorkerClass { public string Value; }

public void DoStuff(Worker worker) { //
Now here I want to have a

workClassValue member function. //
worker.WorkClass.Value } I'm having
some confusion about returning what
is stored in the dictionary. Would I just

have to cast the object and get the
value that way? Is there something
else I need to pay attention to? A:

Assuming that WorkerClass contains
only a string, you could do something

like: Dictionary workerClasses; and
then: if (workerClasses.ContainsKey(w
orker.WorkClass.Name)) { return work
erClasses[worker.WorkClass.Name]; }
If you have other data in WorkerClass,
you could cast it to whatever type you
want instead. Note that this example is

using only the
worker.WorkClass.Name, because as

you mentioned, you want to be able to
return the actual value in the case of

WorkerClass, because it is the worker's
workClass that has the value you want
to return. If this is not how 6d1f23a050
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